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a b s t r a c t
We propose and study a posteriori error estimates for convection–diffusion–reaction
problems with inhomogeneous and anisotropic diffusion approximated by weighted
interior-penalty discontinuous Galerkin methods. Our twofold objective is to derive
estimates without undetermined constants and to analyze carefully the robustness of the
estimates in singularly perturbed regimes due to dominant convection or reaction. We
first derive locally computable estimates for the error measured in the energy (semi)norm.
These estimates are evaluated using H(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive and convective flux
reconstructions, thereby extending the previous work on pure diffusion problems. The
resulting estimates are semi-robust in the sense that local lower error bounds can be
derived using suitable cutoff functions of the local Péclet and Damköhler numbers. Fully
robust estimates are obtained for the error measured in an augmented norm consisting
of the energy (semi)norm, a dual norm of the skew-symmetric part of the differential
operator, and a suitable contribution of the interelement jumps of the discrete solution.
Numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the theoretical results.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider the convection–diffusion–reaction problem
−∇ · (K∇u)+ β · ∇u+ µu = f inΩ, (1a)
u = 0 on ∂Ω, (1b)
where Ω ⊂ Rd, d ≥ 2, is a polyhedral domain, K the diffusion tensor, β the velocity field, µ the reaction coefficient, and
f the source term. We only consider homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for the sake of simplicity; extensions
to inhomogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are possible. Our intention is to study a posteriori error
estimates for the approximation of (1a)–(1b) by weighted interior-penalty discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods with
the twofold objective of deriving estimates without undetermined constants and analyzing carefully the robustness of
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the estimates in singularly perturbed regimes due to dominant convection or reaction. We have chosen to address the
convection–diffusion–reaction problem in a general setting for the parameters K,β, and µ (mild assumptions on these
parameters are stated below) so that our results can be readily used in practical simulations. The reader interested in
simplified situations can for instance take K equal to  times the identity matrix (  1), β a divergence-free velocity
field of order unity, and µ of order unity.
For the pure diffusion problem ((1a)–(1b) with β = µ = 0), residual-based a posteriori energy (semi)norm error
estimates for DG methods can be traced back to [1,2]; see also [3] for a unified analysis. Although the estimates derived
therein are both reliable (that is, they yield an upper bound on the difference between the exact and approximate solution)
and locally efficient (that is, they give local lower bounds for the error aswell), they feature various undetermined constants.
This shortcoming has been remedied recently in [4] upon introducing estimators based on equilibrated fluxes (for the first-
order symmetric interior-penalty DG scheme in the case d = 2). Such estimates can be reformulated upon introducing a
reconstructedH(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive flux, say th, associatedwith the approximate DG diffusive flux−K∇huh [5–8];
see also the research report [9]. We also mention [10] where numerical experiments for similar estimators are presented.
Error estimates for continuous finite elementmethods using reconstructedH(div,Ω)-conforming fluxes can be traced back
to the seminal work of Prager and Synge [11], while more recent developments include [12–14].
A posteriori error estimates based on flux reconstruction for DG approximations to convection–diffusion–reaction
problems appear to be a novel topic. Our first intermediate, yet practically important, result delivers a locally computable,
global upper bound for the error measured in the energy (semi)norm ||| · ||| defined by Eq. (5). Letting u be the exact solution
of (1a)–(1b) and letting uh be its DG approximation, Theorem 3.1 states that
|||u− uh||| ≤ η,
whereη collects various locally computable contributionswith only known constants, the leading terms for lowenough local
Péclet numbers having constant equal to one. These contributions are evaluated using a H10 (Ω)-conforming reconstruction
of the potential uh and H(div,Ω)-conforming reconstructions of its diffusive flux−K∇huh and convective flux βuh, thereby
extending previous work on pure diffusion problems. Theorem 3.2 then states that the elementwise contributions in η can
be bounded by the local error in the energy (semi)norm augmented by the natural DG jump seminorm ||| · |||∗,Fh defined
by (45) times suitable cutoff functions of the local Péclet and Damköhler numbers. More precisely, this yields
η ≤ Cχ(|||u− uh||| + |||u− uh|||∗,Fh),
where the constant C is independent of anymesh size andmildly depends on the dataK,β, andµ as specified below,whereas
χ collects the above-mentioned cutoff functions. This result is in its form similar to that derived by Verfürth for stabilized
conforming finite elements in [15] and to the results in [16–18] for DG, mixed finite element, and finite volume methods,
respectively. The difference with [15] is that the present η features no undetermined constant. Moreover, η represents a
lower bound for the DG residual-based a posteriori estimate derived in [16].
To achieve full robustness in singularly perturbed regimes resulting from dominant advection or reaction, we follow the
approach proposed again by Verfürth for stabilized conforming finite elements in [19] and which consists in measuring
the error in an augmented norm including a suitable dual norm of the skew-symmetric part of the differential operator.
Another approach to robust a posteriori error estimation has been proposed by Sangalli [20–22]; it consists in evaluating
the convective derivative using a fractional order norm. For DGmethods, the augmented norm ||| · |||⊕ defined by (46) differs
from that considered in the conforming case and features an additional contribution which depends on the interelement
jumps of the discrete solution. By proceeding this way, see Theorem 3.3, an upper bound is derived in the form
|||u− uh|||⊕ ≤ η˜,
where η˜ again collects various locally computable contributions (with only known constants as for η) which are evaluated
using the above-mentioned reconstructions. Theorem 3.4 then states that η˜ can be globally bounded by the error measured
in the augmented norm supplemented by a suitable jump seminorm ||| · |||#,Fh defined by Eq. (51), that is,
η˜ ≤ C˜(|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh),
where the constant C˜ has dependencies similar to those of the constant C above. By adding this jump seminorm to the
error measure as well, we arrive at the final result of this paper, see Theorem 3.5, yielding a fully robust equivalence result
between the error and the a posteriori estimate, namely
|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh ≤ η˜ + |||uh|||#,Fh ≤ C˜(|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh).
This result is in its form similar to the one derived recently in [23] for DG methods using residual-based techniques instead
of flux reconstruction. However, there are two important differences between the present results and those in [23]. First,
the latter contain undetermined constants; furthermore, the present jump seminorm features an additional cutoff function
to lower its contribution in the singularly perturbed regimes.
This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the setting in Section 2, including the main notation and assumptions,
the formulation of the continuous problem and its DG approximation, the reconstructed H(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive
and convective fluxes for the DG solution, and the cutoff functions needed to formulate our results. We then present our
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main results in Section 3while the proofs are collected in Section 4. Some numerical experiments illustrating the theoretical
analysis are presented in Section 5. For the sake of simplicity, the above results are presented on meshes without hanging
nodes. In practice, however, nonmatchingmeshes possessing hanging nodes are often useful and constitute one of the actual
motivations for using DG methods. Appendix briefly describes the minor modifications needed in our approach to handle
this case.
2. The setting
2.1. Main notation and assumptions
Let {Th}h>0 be a family of simplicial meshes of the domainΩ . A generic (closed) element in Th is denoted by T , hT stands
for its diameter, |T | for its measure, and nT for its unit outward normal. The family {Th}h>0 is assumed to be shape-regular
in the sense that there exists a constant κT > 0 such that minT∈Th dT/hT ≥ κT for all h > 0 where dT denotes the diameter
of the largest ball inscribed in T . The shape-regularity is actually only necessary to prove the lower error bounds. We also
suppose that the meshes coverΩ exactly. For the sake of simplicity, we assume until Appendix that meshes do not possess
hanging nodes. Mesh faces are closed sets and are collected inFh. It is convenient to define the following sets: For all T ∈ Th,
FT = {F ∈ Fh; F ⊂ ∂T }, FT = {F ∈ Fh; F ∩ ∂T 6= ∅},
TT = {T ′ ∈ Th;FT ∩ FT ′ 6= ∅}, TT = {T ′ ∈ Th; T ∩ T ′ 6= ∅},
and for all F ∈ Fh,
TF = {T ∈ Th; F ∈ FT }, TF = {T ∈ Th; F ∩ ∂T 6= ∅}.
Thus, FT collects the faces of T , FT the faces having a non-empty intersection with T , TT the elements sharing a face with T ,
TT the elements having a non-empty intersection with T , TF the elements of which F is a face, and TF the elements having
a non-empty intersection with F .
We will be using the so-called broken Sobolev space (for nonnegative integer s)
Hs(Th) := {v ∈ L2(Ω); v|T ∈ Hs(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}, (2)
along with its DG approximation space
V k(Th) := {vh ∈ L2(Ω); vh|T ∈ Pk(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}, (3)
where Pk(T ), k ≥ 0, is the set of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to k on an element T . The L2-orthogonal
projection onto V k(Th) is denoted by Πk. The L2-scalar product and its associated norm on a region R ⊂ Ω are indicated
by the subscript 0, R; shall R coincide with Ω , this subscript will be dropped. For s ≥ 1, a norm (seminorm) with the
subscript s, R stands for the usual norm (seminorm) in Hs(R). Finally, ∇h denotes the broken gradient operator, that is, for
v ∈ H1(Th),∇hv ∈ [L2(Ω)]d and for all T ∈ Th, (∇hv)|T := ∇(v|T ).
We assume that K ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d×d is a symmetric, uniformly positive definite, and piecewise constant tensor and for
all T ∈ Th, we denote by cK,T and CK,T , respectively, its minimum and maximum eigenvalue on T . We also assume that
β ∈ [L∞(Ω)]d with ∇ · β ∈ L∞(Ω), µ ∈ L∞(Ω) and µ − 12∇ · β ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω . For all T ∈ Th, cβ,µ,T indicates the
(essential) minimum value of µ − 12∇ · β on T ; we suppose that if cβ,µ,T = 0, then ‖µ‖∞,T = ‖ 12∇ · β‖∞,T = 0. We also
assume f ∈ L2(Ω). For all T ∈ Th, the local Péclet and Damköhler numbers can be defined as hT‖β‖∞,T c−1K,T and h2T cβ,µ,T c−1K,T ,
respectively. The simplified setting discussed in the Introduction leads to CK,T = cK,T = , ‖β‖∞,T ' 1, cβ,µ,T ' 1, so that
the local Péclet and Damköhler numbers reduce to hT −1 and h2T −1, respectively.
2.2. The continuous problem
For all u, v ∈ H1(Th), we define the bilinear form
B(u, v) := (K∇hu,∇hv)+ (β · ∇hu, v)+ (µu, v), (4)
and the corresponding energy (semi)norm
|||v|||2 :=
∑
T∈Th
|||v|||2T , |||v|||2T := ‖K
1
2∇v‖20,T +
∥∥∥∥∥
(
µ− 1
2
∇ · β
) 1
2
v
∥∥∥∥∥
2
0,T
. (5)
We remark that ||| · ||| is always a norm on H10 (Ω), whereas it is a norm on H1(Th) only if cβ,µ,T > 0 for all T ∈ Th. For all
u, v ∈ H1(Th), we also define
BS(u, v) := (K∇hu,∇hv)+
((
µ− 1
2
∇ · β
)
u, v
)
, (6)
BA(u, v) :=
(
β · ∇hu+ 12 (∇ · β)u, v
)
. (7)
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Observe that BA is skew-symmetric on H10 (Ω) (but not on H
1(Th)), that BS(v, v) = |||v|||2 for all v ∈ H1(Th), and that on
H1(Th),
B = BS +BA. (8)
The weak formulation of (1a)–(1b) consists in finding u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
B(u, v) = (f , v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω). (9)
The above assumptions, the Green theorem, and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality imply that B(v, v) = |||v|||2 for all
v ∈ H10 (Ω) and that for all u, v ∈ H1(Th),
B(u, v) ≤ max
{
1,max
T∈Th
{c−1β,µ,T‖µ‖∞,T }
}
|||u||||||v||| +max
T∈Th
{c−1/2K,T ‖β‖∞,T }|||u|||‖v‖. (10)
Hence, the problem (9) admits a unique solution.
Remark 2.1 (Notation). If cβ,µ,T = 0, the term ‖µ‖∞,T/cβ,µ,T in estimate (10) should be evaluated as zero, since in this case
we assume ‖µ‖∞,T = 0. To simplify the notation, we will systematically use the convention 0/0 = 0.
2.3. The discontinuous Galerkin method
To formulate the DG method, we need to introduce jumps and (weighted) averages on mesh faces. We say that F is an
interior face of a given mesh if there are distinct T−(F) and T+(F) in Th such that F = ∂T−(F) ∩ ∂T+(F) and we define nF
as the unit normal vector to F pointing from T−(F) towards T+(F). Similarly, we say that F is a boundary face of the mesh
if there is T (F) ∈ Th such that F = ∂T (F) ∩ ∂Ω and we define nF as the unit outward normal to ∂Ω (the arbitrariness in
the orientation of nF is irrelevant in the sequel). All the interior (resp., boundary) faces of the mesh are collected into the set
F inth (resp.,F
ext
h ) so thatFh = F inth ∪F exth . For a function v that is double-valued on a face F ∈ F inth , its jump and arithmetic
average on F are defined as
[[v]]F := v|T−(F) − v|T+(F), {{v}}F := 12 (v|T−(F) + v|T+(F)). (11)
We set [[v]]F := v|F and {{v}}F := 12v|F on boundary faces. The subscript F in the above jumps and averages is omitted if there
is no ambiguity. To achieve robustness with respect to diffusion inhomogeneities, diffusivity-dependent weighted averages
are considered [24–26]. For all F ∈ F inth , let
ωT−(F),F := δK,F+
δK,F+ + δK,F− , ωT+(F),F :=
δK,F−
δK,F+ + δK,F− , (12)
where δK,F∓ := nF · K|T∓(F)nF , and define
{{v}}ω := ωT−(F),Fv|T−(F) + ωT+(F),Fv|T+(F). (13)
On boundary faces, we set {{v}}ω := v|F and ωT (F),F := 1.
The interior-penalty DG methods considered herein are associated with the bilinear form
Bh(u, v) := (K∇hu,∇hv)+ ((µ−∇ · β)u, v)− (u,β · ∇hv)
−
∑
F∈Fh
{
(nF · {{K∇hu}}ω, [[v]])0,F + θ(nF · {{K∇hv}}ω, [[u]])0,F
}
+
∑
F∈Fh
{
(γF [[u]], [[v]])0,F + (β · nF {{u}}, [[v]])0,F
}
. (14)
The discrete problem consists in finding uh ∈ V k(Th)with k ≥ 1 such that
Bh(uh, vh) = (f , vh) ∀vh ∈ V k(Th). (15)
Taking in (14) the weights on interior faces equal to 1/2 and letting θ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} leads to the well-known Nonsymmetric,
Incomplete, or Symmetric Interior-Penalty DG methods. The penalty parameter γF takes the form
γF := αFγK,Fh−1F + γβ,F ∀F ∈ Fh, (16)
where αF ≥ 1 is a (user-dependent) parameter,
γK,F := δK,F+δK,F−
δK,F+ + δK,F− , (17)
hF the diameter of F , and γβ,F a nonnegative scalar-valued function depending on β and vanishing if β = 0; we suppose
here that γβ,F = 12 |β · nF |, which amounts to so-called upwinding. As usual with interior-penalty methods, the parameters
αF must be taken large enough to ensure the coercivity of the discrete bilinear formBh on V k(Th)whenever θ 6= −1.
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2.4. Diffusive and convective flux reconstructions
The approximate DG diffusive flux −K∇huh and convective flux βuh are nonconforming since they do not belong to
the space H(div,Ω) as their exact counterparts do. For pure diffusion problems, H(div,Ω)-conforming reconstructions
of the approximate DG diffusive flux have been investigated in [27,28,5]. We generalize here the approach of [28,5] to
convection–diffusion–reaction problems.
The reconstructed diffusive and convective fluxes will belong to the Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec spaces of vector functions
on the mesh Th,
RTNl(Th) =
{
vh ∈ H(div,Ω); vh|T ∈ RTNlT ∀T ∈ Th
}
,
where l ∈ {k − 1, k} (recall that k is the polynomial degree used for the DG approximation) and RTNlT = Pdl (T ) + xPl(T ).
In particular, vh ∈ RTNl(Th) is such that ∇ · vh ∈ Pl(T ) for all T ∈ Th, vh · nF ∈ Pl(F) for all F ∈ FT and all T ∈ Th, and
such that its normal trace is continuous; see [29]. Using the specification of the degrees of freedom of functions in RTNlT , our
H(div,Ω)-conforming flux reconstructions th ∈ RTNl(Th) and qh ∈ RTNl(Th) are prescribed locally on all T ∈ Th as follows:
For all F ∈ FT and all qh ∈ Pl(F),
(th · nF , qh)0,F =
(−nF · {{K∇huh}}ω + αFγK,Fh−1F [[uh]], qh)0,F , (18)
(qh · nF , qh)0,F = (β · nF {{uh}} + γβ,F [[uh]], qh)0,F , (19)
and for all rh ∈ Pdl−1(T ),
(th, rh)0,T = −(K∇uh, rh)0,T + θ
∑
F∈FT
ωT ,F (nF · Krh, [[uh]])0,F , (20)
(qh, rh)0,T = (uh,β · rh)0,T . (21)
Observe that the quantities prescribing the moments of th · nF and qh · nF are univocally defined for each face F ∈ Fh,
whence the continuity of the normal traces of th and qh. The above construction is motivated by the following important
result:
Lemma 2.1 (Local Conservativity). There holds
(∇ · th +∇ · qh +Πl((µ−∇ · β)uh))|T = Πlf |T ∀T ∈ Th. (22)
Proof. Let T ∈ Th and let ξh ∈ Pl(T ). Owing to the Green theorem,
(∇ · th +∇ · qh, ξh)0,T = −(th + qh,∇ξh)0,T +
∑
F∈FT
((th + qh) · nT , ξh)0,F .
Using (18)–(21) along with the definition (14) of the bilinear form Bh leads to
(∇ · th +∇ · qh, ξh)0,T = Bh(uh, ξh1T )− ((µ−∇ · β)uh, ξh)0,T . (23)
Since uh solves (15), this yields (22). 
2.5. Potential reconstruction
The approximate DG potential uh is nonconforming since uh is not in H10 (Ω) as its exact counterpart is. We use here a
H10 (Ω)-conforming potential reconstruction based on the so-called Oswald interpolation operator already considered in [2]
for a posteriori DG error estimates. Specifically, the operator IOs : V k(Th) → V k(Th) ∩ H10 (Ω) is defined as follows: For
a function vh ∈ V k(Th), IOs(vh) is prescribed through its values at suitable (Lagrange) nodes of the simplices of Th. At the
nodes located insideΩ , the average of the values of vh at this node is used,
IOs(vh)(V ) = 1#(TV )
∑
T∈TV
vh|T (V ),
where TV is the set of those T ∈ Th to which the node V belongs and where for any set S, #(S) denotes its cardinality. Note
that IOs(vh)(V ) = vh(V ) at those nodes V lying in the interior of some T ∈ Th. At boundary nodes, the value of IOs(vh) is
set to zero.
2.6. Cutoff functions
The following local approximation results for L2-projections hold: For all ϕ ∈ H10 (Ω),
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‖ϕ −Π0ϕ‖0,T ≤ mT |||ϕ|||T ∀T ∈ Th, (24)
‖ϕ −Π0ϕ|T‖0,F ≤ C1/2t,T ,F m˜1/2T |||ϕ|||T ∀T ∈ Th, ∀F ∈ FT , (25)
‖[[Π0ϕ]]‖0,F ≤ mF
∑
T∈TF
|||ϕ|||T ∀F ∈ Fh, (26)
with the cutoff functions
m2T := min{CPh2T c−1K,T , c−1β,µ,T }, (27)
m˜T := min{(CP + C1/2P )hT c−1K,T , h−1T c−1β,µ,T + c−1/2β,µ,T c−1/2K,T /2}, (28)
m2F := min
{
max
T∈TF
{
CF,T ,F |F |h2T |T |−1c−1K,T
}
,max
T∈TF
{
|F ||T |−1c−1β,µ,T
}}
, (29)
where |F | denotes the (d− 1)-dimensional measure of F . Here, CP is the constant from the Poincaré inequality
‖ϕ −Π0ϕ‖20,T ≤ CPh2T‖∇ϕ‖20,T ∀ϕ ∈ H1(T ), (30)
which can be evaluated asCP = 1/pi2 owing to the convexity of simplices [30,31]. In addition,Ct,T ,F andCF,T ,F are respectively
the constants from the following trace and generalized Friedrichs inequalities:
‖ϕ‖20,F ≤ Ct,T ,F (h−1T ‖ϕ‖2T + ‖ϕ‖T‖∇ϕ‖T ), (31)
‖ϕ −Π0,Fϕ‖20,T ≤ CF,T ,Fh2T‖∇ϕ‖20,T , (32)
valid for all T ∈ Th, ϕ ∈ H1(T ), and F ∈ FT ; here for l ≥ 0,Πl,F denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto Pl(F). It follows
from Lemma 3.12 in [7] that Ct,T ,F = |F |hT/|T | for a simplex T and its face F ; see also [32]. Furthermore, it follows from
[33, Lemma 4.1] that CF,T ,F = 3d for a simplex T and its face F . The estimate (24) is readily inferred from the Poincaré
inequality (30) and the fact that ‖ϕ −Π0ϕ‖0,T ≤ ‖ϕ‖0,T . The estimate (25) is established in [34]. Finally, the estimate (26)
is proved in [18, Lemma 4.5].
3. Main results
This section exposes the main results of this work; their proofs are collected in the next section. For the sake of clarity,
this section is split into three subparts. The first one contains intermediate, yet practically important, results, namely global
upper bounds and local, semi-robust, lower bounds for the error estimated in the energy norm. The second one contains
global upper bounds and global, fully robust, lower bounds for the error estimated in an augmented norm. The third subpart
contains the final, fully robust equivalence result. All the upper bounds below are valid for arbitrary H10 (Ω)-conforming
potential reconstructions and arbitrary H(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive and convective flux reconstructions provided the
latter satisfy the local conservation property (33). The lower bounds instead are proven for the specific choices of these
reconstructions described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
3.1. Energy norm estimates
This section is devoted to energy norm error estimates.
3.1.1. Locally computable estimate
Let sh ∈ H10 (Ω) and let th, qh ∈ H(div,Ω)with th · nF , qh · nF ∈ L2(F) for all F ∈ Fh be such that
(∇ · th +∇ · qh + (µ−∇ · β)uh, 1)0,T = (f , 1)0,T ∀T ∈ Th. (33)
In practice, sh is constructed as in Section 2.5, while th and qh are constructed as in Section 2.4 so that owing to Lemma 2.1,
the local conservation property (33) holds.
Let T ∈ Th. The nonconformity estimator ηNC,T , the residual estimator ηR,T , and the diffusive flux estimator ηDF,T are defined
as
ηNC,T := |||uh − sh|||T , (34)
ηR,T := mT‖f −∇ · th −∇ · qh − (µ−∇ · β)uh‖0,T , (35)
ηDF,T := min
{
η
(1)
DF,T , η
(2)
DF,T
}
, (36)
where
η
(1)
DF,T := ‖K
1
2∇uh + K− 12 th‖0,T , (37)
η
(2)
DF,T := mT‖(Id−Π0)(∇ · (K∇uh + th))‖0,T + m˜1/2T
∑
F∈FT
C1/2t,T ,F‖(K∇uh + th) · nF‖0,F . (38)
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Furthermore, we define the two convection estimators ηC,1,T and ηC,2,T and the upwinding estimator ηU,T as
ηC,1,T := mT‖(Id−Π0)(∇ · (qh − βsh))‖0,T , (39)
ηC,2,T := c−1/2β,µ,T
∥∥∥∥12 (∇ · β)(uh − sh)
∥∥∥∥
0,T
, (40)
ηU,T :=
∑
F∈FT
mF‖Π0,F ((qh − βsh) · nF )‖0,F . (41)
Recall that the constantsmT , m˜T , andmF are defined by (27)–(29). We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1 (Energy Norm Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh be its DG approximation solving (15). Then,
|||u− uh||| ≤ η,
where
η :=
{∑
T∈Th
η2NC,T
}1/2
+
{∑
T∈Th
(ηR,T + ηDF,T + ηC,1,T + ηC,2,T + ηU,T )2
}1/2
.
Remark 3.1 (Properties of the Estimate of Theorem 3.1). The estimate of Theorem 3.1 yields a guaranteed upper bound, the
estimate is valid uniformly with respect to the polynomial degree k, the DG parameters αF , and no polynomial data form
is needed for f . Furthermore, we observe that (33) is a local (conservation) property, in contrast to the global Galerkin
orthogonality used traditionally for conforming finite element methods.
Remark 3.2 (Form of ηDF,T ). The idea of defining the diffusive flux estimator ηDF,T as a minimum between two quantities
has been proposed in [34]. The purpose is to obtain in singularly perturbed regimes resulting from dominant convection
or reaction appropriate cutoff functions in the expression for η(2)DF,T . This way of proceeding is coherent with the recent
observation made by Verfürth [35] that the diffusive flux estimator η(1)DF,T alone cannot be shown to be robust.
Remark 3.3 (Superconvergence of ηR,T ). Assume that th and qh are defined by (18)–(21). For pure diffusion problems,
Lemma 2.1 implies ηR,T = mT‖f −Πlf ‖0,T and hence, ηR,T takes the form of a data oscillation term that superconverges by
one (l = k− 1) or two (l = k) orders in mesh size if f is piecewise smooth. In the general case, taking l = k and µ and∇ · β
piecewise constant, Lemma 2.1 still implies the superconvergent form ηR,T = mT‖f −Πkf ‖0,T . In practice, ηR,T should not
be neglected since it can be significant on coarse grids or for singularly perturbed regimes.
3.1.2. Local efficiency
Let sh, th, and qh be defined as in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. To state the local efficiency of the estimate derived in Theorem 3.1,
we consider the following residual-based a posteriori error estimators introduced in [16]: For all T ∈ Th,
ρ1,T := mT‖f +∇ · (K∇huh)− β · ∇huh − µuh‖0,T , (42)
ρ2,T := m1/2T c−1/4K,T
∑
F∈FT
ω¯T ,F‖nF · [[K∇uh]]‖0,F , (43)
where ω¯T ,F = (1 − ωT ,F ). For all T ∈ Th, let cK,TT := minT ′∈TT cK,T ′ , cK,TT := minT ′∈TT cK,T ′ , cβ,FT := minF∈FT γβ,F and
cβ,FT := minF∈FT γβ,F , and introduce the cutoff functions
χTT := min(hT c−1/2K,TT , h
1/2
T c
−1/2
β,FT
), χTT := min(hT c−1/2K,TT , h
1/2
T c
−1/2
β,FT
), (44)
as well asmTT := min(hT c−1/2K,TT , c
−1/2
β,µ,TT
)where cβ,µ,TT := minT ′∈TT cβ,µ,T ′ . Let also ςT := m1/2T h−1/2T c1/4K,T (so that ςT ≤ C1/4P by
construction) and αT := maxF∈FT αF . For any subset F of Fh, define the jump seminorm
|||v|||2∗,F :=
∑
F∈F
‖γ 1/2F [[v]]‖20,F v ∈ H1(Th). (45)
We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.2 (Local Efficiency of the Energy Norm Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh be its DG approximation
solving (15). Assume for simplicity that ∇ · (qh − βsh) ∈ Pl(T ) and ∇ · (qh − βuh) ∈ Pl(T ) for all T ∈ Th and that γβ,F is
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facewise constant. Let ηNC,T , ηR,T , ηDF,T , ηC,1,T , ηC,2,T , and ηU,T be defined by (34)–(41). Then,
ηNC,T ≤ C
(
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,TT
+
∥∥∥∥µ− 12∇ · β
∥∥∥∥1/2∞,T χTT
)
|||u− uh|||∗,FT ,
ηC,2,T ≤ C
∥∥∥∥12∇ · β
∥∥∥∥∞,T c−1/2β,µ,TχTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT ,
ηU,T ≤ CmTT h−1T ‖β‖∞,TχTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT ,
ηC,1,T ≤ CmTh−1T ‖β‖∞,TχTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT ,
ηR,T ≤ ρ1,T + CςTρ2,T + C
(
ς2T α
1/2
T
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,T
+mTh−1T ‖β‖∞,TχTT
)
|||u− uh|||∗,FT ,
ηDF,T ≤ Cρ2,T + CςTα1/2T
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,T
|||u− uh|||∗,FT .
The constant C only depends on the space dimension d, the polynomial degree k of uh, and the shape-regularity parameter κT .
Remark 3.4 (Estimates on ρ1,T and ρ2,T ). The following semi-robust bounds are proved in [16, Propositions 3.3 and 3.4]
under the assumption that f , β, and µ are piecewise polynomials of degreem:
ρ1,T ≤ CmT (C1/2K,T h−1T +min(ζ1,T , ζ2,T ))|||u− uh|||T ,
ρ2,T ≤ C
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,T
m1/2T c
1/4
K,T
∑
T ′∈TT
m−1/2T ′ c
−1/4
K,T ′
(
C1/2K,T ′
c1/2K,T ′
+mT ′ζ1,T ′
)
|||u− uh|||T ′ ,
with ζ1,T := ‖µ‖∞,T c−1/2β,µ,T + ‖β‖∞,T c−1/2K,T and ζ2,T := c−1/2β,µ,T (‖µ− ∇ · β‖∞,T + ‖β‖∞,Th−1T ). The constant C only depends
on d, k,m, and κT .
Remark 3.5 (Comments on the Results of Theorem 3.2). In the DG energy norm, the a posteriori error estimate of Theorem 3.1
is semi-robust in the sense that the bounds on the estimators involve cutoff functions of the local Péclet and Damköhler
numbers in various forms. This result is of the same quality as those achieved in [15,17,18,16]. Moreover, as h → 0,
Theorem 3.2 shows that the estimators ηC,1,T , ηC,2,T , and ηU,T will loose influence owing to the cutoff factor χTT , while
ηNC,T and ηDF,T will become optimally efficient.
Remark 3.6 (Pure Diffusion). Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 obviously apply to the pure diffusion case and deliver similar results to
[4–7,9,8]. Specifically, ηC,1,T , ηC,2,T , and ηU,T vanish, while ηDF,T can be evaluated using η
(1)
DF,T only. One salient feature of the
present estimate is that owing to the bounds in Remark 3.4, the residual estimator ηR,T and the diffusion estimator ηDF,T are
fully robust with respect to diffusion inhomogeneities. The robustness of the nonconforming estimator ηNC,T can be handled
under suitable assumptions on the distribution of diffusion inhomogeneities (such as those in [36,37]).
3.2. Augmented norm estimates
We introduce the following augmented norm:
|||v|||⊕ := |||v||| + sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω), ||ϕ||=1
{BA(v, ϕ)+BD(v, ϕ)} v ∈ H1(Th), (46)
withBA defined by (7) and where for all u, v ∈ H1(Th),
BD(u, v) := −
∑
F∈Fh
(β · nF [[u]], {{Π0v}})0,F . (47)
Whenever ‖∇ · β‖∞,T is controlled by cβ,µ,T for all T ∈ Th, the zero-order contribution in BA can be discarded in the
definition of the augmented norm, recovering the dual norm introduced by Verfürth for conforming finite elements [19].
The additional contribution from BD in the augmented norm is specific to the DG setting and has been introduced in the
present work to sharpen the global efficiency result; see Remark 4.2.
3.2.1. Locally computable estimate
Let sh ∈ H10 (Ω) and let th, qh ∈ H(div,Ω) with th · nF , qh · nF ∈ L2(F) for all F ∈ Fh be such that (33) holds. Let η, ηR,T ,
and ηDF,T be as in Section 3.1. We define the modified convection estimator η˜C,1,T and the modified upwinding estimator η˜U,T
as
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η˜C,1,T := mT‖(Id−Π0)(∇ · (qh − βuh))‖0,T , (48)
η˜U,T :=
∑
F∈FT
mF‖Π0,F (γβ,F [[uh]])‖0,F . (49)
Theorem 3.3 (Augmented Norm Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh be its DG approximation solving (15). Then,
|||u− uh|||⊕ ≤ η˜ := 2η +
{∑
T∈Th
(ηR,T + ηDF,T + η˜C,1,T + η˜U,T )2
}1/2
. (50)
Remark 3.7 (Comparison of η and η˜). We observe that the estimator η˜ is fully computable and that it has the same structure
as the estimator η derived in Theorem 3.1.
3.2.2. Global efficiency
Let sh, th, and qh be defined as in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. We show here that the ||| · |||⊕-norm a posteriori error estimate of
Theorem 3.3 is globally efficient and fully robust. For all v ∈ H1(Th), define
|||v|||2#,Fh :=
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
1
#(TF )
{
CK,T
cK,TT
αFγK,Fh−1F ‖[[v]]‖20,F + cβ,µ,ThF‖[[v]]‖20,F +m2TT ‖β‖2∞,TT h−1F ‖[[v]]‖20,FF∩FT
}
, (51)
wheremTT is defined in Section 3.1.2 and FF collects the faces of the one or two elements in TF .
Theorem 3.4 (Global Efficiency of the Augmented Norm Estimate). Along with the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, assume that f ,
β, and µ are piecewise polynomials of degree m. Then,
η˜ ≤ C˜(|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh), (52)
where the constant C˜ depends on the same parameters as the constant C in Theorem 3.2 and in addition on the polynomial degree
m of f , β, andµ, the ratios CK,T/cK,T and (‖µ‖∞,T+‖ 12∇ ·β‖∞,T )/cβ,µ,T for all T ∈ Th, the ratios cβ,µ,T/cβ,µ,T ′ for all T , T ′ ∈ Th
sharing a face, and finally, linearly on the DG penalty coefficients αF .
3.3. Fully robust equivalence result
This section contains the final result of this paper, namely a fully robust equivalence result between the error measured
in the (||| · |||⊕ + ||| · |||#,Fh)-norm and a suitable a posteriori estimate with sh, th, and qh defined as in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
This result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
Theorem 3.5 (Fully Robust Equivalence Between Error and a Posteriori Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh be its
DG approximation solving (15). Then,
|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh ≤ η˜ + |||uh|||#,Fh ≤ C˜(|||u− uh|||⊕ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh), (53)
where C˜ is twice the constant in (52).
Remark 3.8 (Comparison with the Results of [23]). The result of Theorem 3.5 is in its form comparable with that reported
in [23]. One essential difference is, however, that our discrete jump seminorm ||| · |||#,Fh contains the cutoff factors mTT in
front of ‖β‖∞,TT h−1/2F ‖[[v]]‖0,FF∩FT , which can considerably reduce the size of this term. Moreover, we stress that the a
posteriori estimate η˜ + |||uh|||#,Fh is fully computable with no undetermined constants.
Remark 3.9 (||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm). It can be argued that the discrete seminorm ||| · |||#,Fh is not fully satisfactory since it does
not appear in the natural DG stability norm. In particular, a priori error estimates including this new seminorm have not
been established. Moreover, the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm is not easily localizable with respect to data.
Remark 3.10 (Pure Diffusion). In the pure diffusion case, the augmented norm ||| · |||⊕ coincides with the energy norm ||| · |||
and the jump seminorm ||| · |||#,Fh reduces to the first term in the right-hand side of (51).
4. Proofs
This section collects the proofs of the results presented in Section 3.
4.1. Energy norm estimates
Lemma 4.1 (Abstract Energy Norm Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh ∈ H1(Th) be arbitrary. Then,
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|||u− uh||| ≤ inf
s∈H10 (Ω)
{
|||uh − s||| + inf
t,q∈H(div,Ω)
sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω),||ϕ||=1
{
(f −∇ · t−∇ · q− (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ)
− (K∇huh + t,∇ϕ)+ (∇ · q−∇ · (βs), ϕ)−
(
1
2
(∇ · β)(uh − s), ϕ
)}}
≤ 2|||u− uh|||. (54)
Proof. It has been proved in [17, Lemma 7.1] and [16, Lemma 3.1] that
|||u− uh||| ≤ inf
s∈H10 (Ω)
{
|||uh − s||| + sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω), ||ϕ||=1
{
B(u− uh, ϕ)+BA(uh − s, ϕ)
}}
.
It suffices to use (9) therein, to introduce arbitrary fields t, q ∈ H(div,Ω), add and subtract (t,∇ϕ) and (q,∇ϕ), and to
employ the Green theorem to infer the upper error bound in (54). For the lower error bound, put s = u, t = −K∇u, and
q = βu and use the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the fact that |||ϕ||| = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start by putting s = sh, t = th, and q = qh in the upper error bound (54). We next write
(f −∇ · th −∇ · qh − (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ)− (K∇huh + th,∇ϕ)+ (∇ · qh −∇ · (βsh), ϕ)
−
(
1
2
(∇ · β)(uh − sh), ϕ
)
=
∑
T∈Th
{
(f −∇ · th −∇ · qh − (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,T
− (K∇uh + th,∇ϕ)0,T −
(
1
2
(∇ · β)(uh − sh), ϕ
)
0,T
+ (∇ · (qh − βsh), ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,T
+
∑
F∈FT
((qh − βsh) · nT ,Π0ϕ)0,F
}
, (55)
using the local conservation property (33) in the first term and subtracting (∇ · (qh − βsh),Π0ϕ)0,T and adding the same
quantity rewritten using the Green theorem in the last two terms. Next, in these last two terms, it is possible to replace
∇ · (qh − βsh) by (Id − Π0)(∇ · (qh − βsh)) and (qh − βsh) · nT by Π0,F ((qh − βsh) · nT ); see Remark 4.1 below for the
motivation. Furthermore, following [34], there are two ways to bound the term −(K∇uh + th,∇ϕ)0,T . Either one simply
uses
−(K∇uh + th,∇ϕ)0,T ≤ η(1)DF,T |||ϕ|||T ,
or one notices using (24) and (25) that
−(K∇uh + th,∇ϕ)0,T = −(K∇uh + th,∇(ϕ −Π0ϕ))0,T
= (∇ · (K∇uh + th), ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,T −
∑
F∈FT
((K∇uh + th) · nT , ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,F ≤ η(2)DF,T |||ϕ|||T .
Finally, using (26) and the continuity of the normal component of (qh − βsh) for the last term in (55), it is inferred that∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
(Π0,F ((qh − βsh) · nT ),Π0ϕ)0,F ≤
∑
T∈Th
ηU,T |||ϕ|||T .
Collecting the above bounds leads to
(f −∇ · th −∇ · qh − (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ)− (K∇huh + th,∇ϕ)+ (∇ · qh −∇ · (βsh), ϕ)
−
(
1
2
(∇ · β)(uh − sh), ϕ
)
≤
∑
T∈Th
(
ηR,T + ηDF,T + ηC,1,T + ηC,2,T + ηU,T
)
|||ϕ|||T ,
whence the conclusion is straightforward using (54). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let C denote a generic constant depending on the parameters as in the statement of the theorem.
Let T ∈ Th. The proof is decomposed in two parts.
(1) Bounds on the estimators involving sh = IOs(uh). First, consider ηNC,T and recall the estimate
‖∇(uh − sh)‖0,T ≤ C
∑
F∈FT
h−1/2F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ,
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proved in [2, Theorem 2.2]. Using this bound, the fact that [[u− uh]] = −[[uh]] and owing to (17), it is easy to see that (recall
that αF ≥ 1)
‖K 12∇(uh − sh)‖0,T ≤ C
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,TT
|||u− uh|||∗,FT .
Furthermore, it is well known (see, e.g., [38, Lemma 3.2]) that
‖uh − sh‖0,T ≤ C
∑
F∈FT
h1/2F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ,
and it follows from (16) that∑
F∈FT
‖[[uh]]‖0,F ≤ Ch−1/2T χTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT , (56)
with χTT defined by (44). Hence,
‖uh − sh‖0,T ≤ CχTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT . (57)
The bound on ηNC,T is now straightforward. Moreover, the bound on ηC,2,T is readily inferred from (57). Considering next
ηU,T , we observe that owing to (19) and the fact that ‖Π0,Fg‖0,F ≤ ‖g‖0,F for all F ∈ FT and g ∈ L2(F),
‖Π0,F ((qh − βsh) · nF )‖0,F = ‖Π0,F (β · nF {{uh}} + γβ,F [[uh]] − β · nF sh)‖0,F
≤ ‖β · nF {{uh}} + γβ,F [[uh]] − β · nF sh‖0,F
≤ C‖β‖∞,T
∑
F ′∈FT
‖[[uh]]‖0,F ′ ,
since ‖uh − sh‖0,F ≤ C∑F ′∈FT ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ′ for the Oswald interpolate. Hence, using (56) and the fact that mF ≤ Ch−1/2T mTT ,
the bound on ηU,T is inferred. Finally, to prove the bound on ηC,1,T , we observe that
‖(Id−Π0)(∇ · (qh − βsh))‖0,T ≤ ‖∇ · (qh − βsh)‖0,T = sup
ξ∈Pl(T )
(∇ · (qh − βsh), ξ)0,T
‖ξ‖0,T ,
using the assumption that ∇ · (qh − βsh) ∈ Pl(T ). Using the Green theorem and (21) yields
(∇ · (qh − βsh), ξ)0,T = −(uh − sh,β · ∇ξ)0,T +
∑
F∈FT
((qh − βsh) · nT , ξ)0,F .
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the bound (57), the fact that (qh − βsh) · nF = β · nF {{uh}} + γβ,F [[uh]] − β · nF sh
where the norm of the right-hand side has been bounded above, and inverse inequalities to estimate ‖∇ξ‖0,T and ‖ξ‖0,F ,
the bound on ηC,1,T is inferred.
(2) Bounds on ηR,T and ηDF,T . Using the triangle inequality yields
ηR,T ≤ ρ1,T +mT‖∇ · (K∇uh + th)‖0,T +mT‖∇ · (qh − βuh)‖0,T ,
with ρ1,T defined by (42). To bound the last two terms in the right-hand side, we proceed as we did above for∇ · (qh−βsh).
Since ∇ · (qh − βuh) ∈ Pl(T ), it is easy to see that
mT‖∇ · (qh − βuh)‖0,T ≤ CmTh−1T ‖β‖∞,TχTT |||u− uh|||∗,FT .
Similarly, using (20),
sup
ξ∈Pl(T )
(K∇uh + th,∇ξ)0,T
‖ξ‖0,T ≤ C
∑
F∈FT
γK,Fh
−3/2
F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ,
and for all F ∈ FT , (18) yields
‖(K∇uh + th) · nF‖0,F ≤ C(ω¯T ,F‖nF · [[K∇uh]]‖0,F + αFγK,Fh−1F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ). (58)
Hence,
‖∇ · (K∇uh + th)‖0,T ≤ C
∑
F∈FT
(αFγK,Fh
−3/2
F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F + h−1/2F ω¯T ,F‖nF · [[K∇uh]]‖0,F ).
As a result, recalling that ςT = m1/2T h−1/2T c1/4K,T and αT = maxF∈FT αF ,
mT‖∇ · (K∇uh + th)‖0,T ≤ C
(
ς2T α
1/2
T
C1/2K,T
c1/2K,T
|||u− uh|||∗,FT + ςTρ2,T
)
,
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with ρ2,T defined by (43), whence the bound on ηR,T is inferred. Finally, since ηDF,T ≤ η(2)DF,T owing to (36), it suffices to bound
η
(2)
DF,T . The volume term in (38) can be bounded as above since ‖(Id−Π0)g‖0,T ≤ ‖g‖0,T for all g ∈ L2(T ). For the face term,
we use (58) and the estimate m˜T ≤ CmT c−1/2K,T proven in [34]. 
Remark 4.1 (Estimators ηC,1,T and ηU,T ). As observed in [18, Remark 4.1], subtracting or usingmean values in the estimators
ηC,1,T and ηU,T can only lower these quantities, with noteworthy improvements in some situations. These improvements
were however not taken into account in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Hence, the actual efficiency of these estimators may still
be better.
4.2. Augmented norm estimates
Lemma 4.2 (Abstract Augmented Norm Estimate). Let u be the solution of (9) and let uh ∈ H1(Th) be arbitrary. Then,
|||u− uh|||⊕ ≤ 2 inf
s∈H10 (Ω)
{
|||uh − s||| + inf
t,q∈H(div,Ω)
sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω),||ϕ||=1
{
(f −∇ · t−∇ · q− (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ)
− (K∇huh + t,∇ϕ)+ (∇ · q−∇ · (βs), ϕ)−
(
1
2
(∇ · β)(uh − s), ϕ
)}}
+ inf
t∈H(div,Ω)
sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω), ||ϕ||=1
{
(f −∇ · t− β · ∇huh − µuh, ϕ)
− (K∇huh + t,∇ϕ)−BD(uh, ϕ)
}
≤ 5|||u− uh|||⊕. (59)
Proof. Using the definition of the ||| · |||- and ||| · |||⊕-norms, (8), the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, and the fact that BD(u −
uh, ·) = −BD(uh, ·), it is inferred that
|||u− uh|||⊕ ≤ 2|||u− uh||| + sup
||ϕ||∈H10 (Ω), ||ϕ||=1
{B(u− uh, ϕ)−BD(uh, ϕ)}.
For the first term, we simply use Lemma 4.1. For the second term, we use (9), add and subtract (t,∇ϕ) for an arbitrary
t ∈ H(div,Ω), and employ the Green theorem. This yields the upper error bound. For the lower error bound, it suffices to
use again Lemma 4.1 for the first term and the fact that
B(u− uh, ϕ)−BD(uh, ϕ) = BS(u− uh, ϕ)+ (BA +BD)(u− uh, ϕ) ≤ |||u− uh|||⊕|||ϕ|||
for the second one. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We start from the abstract estimate of Lemma 4.2. As the first term is bounded by 2η owing to
Theorem 3.1, we only bound the second one where we put t = th. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 leads to
(f −∇ · th − β · ∇huh − µuh, ϕ)− (K∇huh + th,∇ϕ)−BD(uh, ϕ)
=
∑
T∈Th
{
(f −∇ · th −∇ · qh − (µ−∇ · β)uh, ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,T − (K∇uh + th,∇ϕ)0,T
+ (∇ · (qh − βuh), ϕ −Π0ϕ)0,T +
∑
F∈FT
((qh − βuh) · nT ,Π0ϕ)0,F
}
−BD(uh, ϕ)
≤
∑
T∈Th
(ηR,T + ηDF,T + η˜C,1,T + η˜U,T )|||ϕ|||T .
For the last two terms, letting yh = qh − βuh, we have used the relation∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
(yh · nT ,Π0ϕ)0,F =
∑
F∈Fh
(nF · [[yh]], {{Π0ϕ}})0,F + (nF · {{yh}}, [[Π0ϕ]])0,F
= BD(uh, ϕ)+
∑
F∈Fh
(Π0,F (γβ,F [[uh]]), [[Π0ϕ]])0,F ,
and the right-hand side is estimated using (26), leading to the η˜U,T estimator. 
Remark 4.2 (Role of BD in the Augmented Norm). Adding the bilinear form BD to the augmented norm plays an important
role in that it eliminates the termBD(uh, ϕ) from the above expression.
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let C˜ denote a generic constant depending on the parameters as in the statement of the theorem.
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 with the ||| · |||#,F -seminorm instead of the ||| · |||∗,F -seminorm and using similar
bounds on the estimators η˜C,1,T and η˜U,T of Theorem 3.3, it is inferred that
η˜ ≤ C˜
{∑
T∈Th
(ρ21,T + ρ22,T )
}1/2
+ C˜ |||uh|||#,Fh ,
where ρ1,T and ρ2,T are defined by (42) and (43). Since |||uh|||#,Fh = |||u− uh|||#,Fh , it remains to bound the contributions
from the residuals ρ1,T and ρ2,T . For all T ∈ Th, let ψT be the element bubble function introduced by Verfürth [15],
RT := (f +∇ · (K∇uh)− β · ∇uh − µuh)|T and ΨT := ψTRT . Observe that∑
T∈Th
ρ21,T ≤ C˜
∑
T∈Th
m2T
(
BS(u− uh,ΨT )+ (BA +BD)(u− uh,ΨT )−BD(u− uh,ΨT )
)
.
SincemT |||ΨT |||T ≤ C˜‖RT‖0,T with a constant C˜ depending on the local ratios CK,T/cK,T and (‖µ‖∞,T + ‖ 12∇ · β‖∞,T )/cβ,µ,T ,
it is easy to see that the first two terms in the above right-hand side are bounded by ‖u− uh‖⊕{∑T∈Th ρ21,T }1/2. Concerning
the last term, we use an inverse inequality to infer∑
T∈Th
m2TBD(u− uh,ΨT ) ≤ C˜
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
mT‖RT‖0,TmT‖β‖∞,Th−1/2F ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ,
which can be bounded by |||u− uh|||#,Fh{
∑
T∈Th ρ
2
1,T }1/2. Consider now ρ2,T . For all F ∈ Fh, letψF be the face bubble function
introduced by Verfürth in [15] (see also [16]), RF := nF · [[K∇huh]], and let ΨF be the lifting of ψFRF to TF . Observe that∑
T∈Th
ρ22,T ≤ C˜
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
mT c
−1/2
K,T ω¯
2
T ,F
{
−BS(u− uh,ΨF )− (BA +BD)(u− uh,ΨF )
+BD(u− uh,ΨF )+
∑
T ′∈TF
(RT ′ ,ΨF )0,T ′
}
:= T1 + T2 + T3 + T4.
We first consider T1 and observe that (up to a multiplicative constant C˜)
|T1| ≤
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
mT c
−1/2
K,T ω¯
2
T ,F
∑
T ′∈TF
|||u− uh|||T ′ |||ΨF |||T ′
≤
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
m1/2T c
−1/4
K,T ω¯T ,F‖RF‖0,F
∑
T ′∈TF
(m1/2T c
−1/4
K,T ω¯T ,Fm
−1/2
T ′ c
1/4
K,T ′)|||u− uh|||T ′
≤
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
m1/2T c
−1/4
K,T ω¯T ,F‖RF‖0,F
∑
T ′∈TF
|||u− uh|||T ′ ,
since |||ΨF |||T ′ ≤ C˜m−1/2T ′ c1/4K,T ′‖RF‖0,F and since, owing to (12),
m1/2T c
−1/4
K,T ω¯T ,Fm
−1/2
T ′ c
1/4
K,T ′ ≤ m1/2T ω¯1/2T ,Fm−1/2T ′ ≤ C˜, (60)
with C˜ depending on the ratios cβ,µ,T/cβ,µ,T ′ . The bound on T2 is similar (details are skipped for brevity) leading to
|T1| + |T2| ≤ C˜‖u− uh‖⊕{∑T∈Th ρ22,T }1/2. We next consider T3 and observe that (up to a multiplicative constant C˜)
|T3| ≤
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
mT c
−1/2
K,T ω¯
2
T ,F‖β‖∞,TT
∑
F ′∈FF
‖[[uh]]‖0,F ′‖{{Π0ΨF }}‖0,F ′
≤
∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
m1/2T c
−1/4
K,T ω¯T ,F‖RF‖0,FmTT ‖β‖∞,TT
∑
F ′∈FF
h−1/2F ′ ‖[[uh]]‖0,F ′ ,
wherewe have used the inverse inequality ‖{{Π0ΨF }}‖0,F ′ ≤ C˜h−1/2F ′ ‖ΨF‖0,TF ′∩TF , the fact that ‖ΨF‖0,T ′ ≤ C˜m1/2T ′ c1/4K,T ′‖RF‖0,F ,
and the bound (60). This yields |T3| ≤ C˜ |||u− uh|||#,Fh{
∑
T∈Th ρ
2
2,T }1/2. Finally, we proceed similarly to bound T4 to obtain
|T4| ≤ C˜{∑T∈Th ρ21,T }1/2{∑T∈Th ρ22,T }1/2. Using the previous estimate for {∑T∈Th ρ21,T }1/2 completes the proof. 
5. Numerical results
We consider the domain Ω = {0 < x, y < 1}, the reaction coefficient µ = 1, the velocity field β = (1, 0)t , and an
isotropic homogeneous diffusion tensor represented by a diffusion coefficient . We run tests with  = 10−2 and  = 10−4.
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Table 1
Errors (||u−uh|| and ||u− uh||⊕′+||u− uh||#,Fh ), estimates (η and η˜+||uh||#,Fh ), and effectivity indices as evaluated from (64) for the energy and augmented
norms;  = 10−2 .
N Energy norm Augmented norm ||uh||#,Fh
Err. Est. Eff. Err. Est. Eff.
128 7.74e−3 1.10e−1 14 1.40e−1 3.28e−1 2.3 3.40e−2
512 4.03e−3 4.35e−2 11 3.97e−2 1.29e−1 3.3 1.16e−2
2048 1.88e−3 1.43e−2 7.6 9.77e−3 4.14e−2 4.2 2.72e−3
8192 9.30e−4 3.58e−3 3.8 2.98e−3 1.02e−2 3.4 8.25e−4
Order 1.0 2.0 – 1.7 2.0 – 1.7
Table 2
Estimators contributing to η for l = 0 and l = 1;  = 10−2 .
N ηNC ηU l = 0 l = 1
ηR ηDF ηR ηDF ηC,1
128 4.29e−3 6.29e−2 3.81e−2 8.10e−3 1.03e−2 8.66e−3 3.24e−2
512 1.91e−3 2.87e−2 9.91e−3 3.79e−3 1.82e−3 4.71e−3 7.71e−3
2048 8.87e−4 9.77e−3 2.42e−3 1.42e−3 3.19e−4 2.16e−3 1.53e−3
8192 4.13e−4 2.11e−3 6.12e−4 4.97e−4 4.07e−5 8.40e−4 3.38e−4
Order 1.1 2.2 2.0 1.5 3.0 1.4 2.2
We have chosen this test case so that an exact solution can be found; namely, u = 12x(x− 1)y(y− 1) (1− tanh(10− 20x))
and the source term f is chosen accordingly. For brevity, only results for uniformly refined structuredmeshes are presented;
results on unstructured meshes are similar. In the tables below, N is the number of mesh elements. In the present setting,
the jump seminorm ‖ · ‖|#,Fh defined by (51) can be evaluated for v ∈ H1(Th) as
|||v|||2#,Fh =
∑
F∈Fh
(
1
2
αFh−1F + hF +m2Fh−1F
)
‖[[v]]‖20,F , (61)
withmF = min(hF−1/2, 1) replacing hT by hF in the definition ofmTT . Moreover, observing that for all ϕ ∈ H10 (Ω),
BA(v, ϕ)+BD(v, ϕ) = −(v,β · ∇ϕ)+
∑
F∈Fh
(β · nF [[v]], {{ϕ −Π0ϕ}})0,F , (62)
and using (25), the following upper bound on the augmented norm is inferred:
|||v|||⊕ ≤ |||v|||⊕′ := |||v||| + −1/2‖v‖ +
{∑
T∈Th
∑
F∈FT
Ct,T ,F m˜T‖[[v]]‖20,F
}1/2
. (63)
We will use this computable bound on |||v|||⊕ and consider two effectivity indices,
η
|||u− uh||| and
η˜ + |||uh|||#,Fh
|||u− uh|||⊕′ + |||u− uh|||#,Fh
, (64)
illustrating the results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. Observe that the scaling factor m˜T in (63) scales as −1/2 for   1 while the
scaling factor in the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm behaves as O(1); this is at variance with the result of [23] where the scaling factor
in the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm behaves as −1 for   1.
For  = 10−2, convective effects dominate on the coarsest meshes, while the local Péclet number is of order unity on
the finest mesh. Table 1 presents the errors, estimates, and effectivity indices as evaluated from (64) for the energy and
augmented norms. The diffusive and convective fluxes are reconstructed using l = 0; very similar results are obtained
for l = 1. For the energy norm, the effectivity index decreases from 14 to 3.8, reflecting the decrease in the local Péclet
number. On the contrary, for the augmented norm, the effectivity index remains fairly stable and takes values around 3.
We also observe that in the augmented norm, the energy norm contribution is very small and that the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm
contribution is not significant either. Finally, on the finest meshes, the energy norm and the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm take similar
values.
A more detailed analysis of the estimators contributing to η for l = 0 and l = 1 can be found in Table 2. The residual
estimator ηR superconverges by one order for l = 0 and by two orders for l = 1. The diffusive flux estimator ηDF yields among
the smallest contributions to the error estimate. The upwinding estimator ηU is dominant, along with the first convection
estimator ηC,1 for l = 1, while this latter estimator vanishes for l = 0 since in this case,∇ ·(qh−βIOs(uh)) is by construction
piecewise constant. Finally, the second convection estimator ηC,2 vanishes identically because β is divergence-free. All in
all, there is little gain when going from l = 0 to l = 1.
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Table 3
Errors (||u−uh|| and ||u− uh||⊕′+||u− uh||#,Fh ), estimates (η and η˜+||uh||#,Fh ), and effectivity indices as evaluated from (64) for the energy and augmented
norms;  = 10−4 .
N Energy norm Augmented norm ||uh||#,Fh
Err. Est. Eff. Err. Est. Eff.
128 1.70e−3 1.34e−1 79 3.67e−1 4.05e−1 1.10 4.02e−2
512 5.65e−4 7.01e−2 124 1.44e−1 2.11e−1 1.47 2.11e−2
2048 2.14e−4 3.09e−2 144 5.35e−2 9.36e−2 1.75 9.99e−3
8192 1.00e−4 1.25e−2 125 2.14e−2 3.89e−2 1.82 4.96e−3
Order 1.1 1.3 – 1.3 1.3 – 1.0
Table 4
Estimators contributing to η for l = 0 and l = 1;  = 10−4 .
N ηNC ηU l = 0 l = 1
ηR ηDF ηR ηDF ηC,1
128 2.69e−3 6.91e−2 6.62e−2 3.42e−4 1.60e−2 6.25e−4 6.40e−2
512 6.76e−4 3.60e−2 3.43e−2 2.03e−4 4.55e−3 4.60e−4 3.39e−2
2048 1.66e−4 1.46e−2 1.63e−2 1.09e−4 2.01e−3 2.68e−4 1.60e−2
8192 6.78e−5 6.70e−3 5.81e−3 5.97e−5 3.66e−4 1.38e−4 5.68e−3
Order 1.3 1.1 1.5 0.86 2.5 1.0 1.5
Tables 3 and 4 report the results for  = 10−4. In this case, the local Péclet number decreases from 1250 on the coarsest
mesh to 150 on the finest mesh. For the energy norm, the effectivity index remains fairly constant, owing to the cutoff
functions, but takes rather large values. On the contrary, for the augmented norm, the effectivity index is very close to the
optimal value of 1 on all meshes. We also observe that the ||| · |||#,Fh-seminorm contribution is larger than the energy norm,
but smaller than the augmented norm. This important property is a consequence of the cutoff factors mTT in the ||| · |||#,Fh-
seminorm, see Remark 3.8. Finally, the results of Table 4 are similar to those of Table 2.
Appendix. Nonmatching meshes
This section briefly describes the modifications needed to extend the previous results to the case of nonmatching
meshes.
A.1. The setting
Let {Th}h>0 be a family of simplicial, possibly nonmatching meshes of the domainΩ . For each Th, there exists a matching
simplicial submesh T̂h of Th such that T̂h = Th if Th is itself matching. For all T ∈ Th, we consider the refinement of T by T̂h,
namely
RT = {T ′ ∈ T̂h; T ′ ⊂ T }.
Clearly, RT = {T } if Th is matching. Furthermore, the set F̂T collects the faces of T ∈ T̂h. We assume the following on the
meshes:
(A1) {T̂h}h>0 is shape-regular in the sense that there exists a constant κT̂ > 0 such that minT∈T̂h dT/hT ≥ κT̂ for all h > 0
where we recall that dT denotes the diameter of the largest ball inscribed in T ,
(A2) There exists a constant ιT > 0 such that minT ′∈RT hT ′/hT ≥ ιT for all T ∈ Th and all h > 0.
Observe that the above assumptions imply the shape-regularity of {Th}h>0.
A.2. Flux and potential reconstructions on nonmatching meshes
The H(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive and convective fluxes th and qh belong to the space RTNl(T̂h) and are prescribed
locally on all T ∈ T̂h (instead of T ∈ Th) as follows: For all F ∈ F̂T (instead of F ∈ FT ) and all qh ∈ Pl(F), (18) and (19)
hold, and for all rh ∈ Pdl−1(T ), (20) and (21) hold. Observe that αF , γK,F , γβ,F , and ωT ,F need only be evaluated on the faces
of Th (where they are actually defined) since [[uh]] = 0 and {{K∇huh}}ω = K∇uh on the remaining faces of T̂h. The above
construction leads to the following extension of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma A.1 (Local Conservativity on Nonmatching Meshes). There holds
(∇ · th +∇ · qh + (µ−∇ · β)uh, ξh)0,T = (f , ξh)0,T ∀T ∈ Th, ∀ξh ∈ Pl(T ).
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Proof. Let T ∈ Th and let ξh ∈ Pl(T ). Owing to the Green theorem,
(∇ · th +∇ · qh, ξh)0,T =
∑
T ′∈RT
(∇ · th +∇ · qh, ξh)0,T ′
=
∑
T ′∈RT
−(th,∇ξh)0,T ′ +
∑
T ′∈RT
∑
F∈F̂T ′
(th · nT ′ , ξh)0,F
+
∑
T ′∈RT
−(qh,∇ξh)0,T ′ +
∑
T ′∈RT
∑
F∈F̂T ′
(qh · nT ′ , ξh)0,F .
To handle the volumetric terms, we use (20) and (21), ∇ξh|T ′ ∈ Pl−1(T ′)d for all T ′ ∈ RT , and [[uh]] = 0 on those faces
F ∈ F̂T ′ that lie in the interior of T . To handle the face terms, we use (18) and (19), the continuity of ξh and that of the
normal component of th in the interior of T and the fact that ξh|F ∈ Pl(F) for all F ∈ F̂T ′ and all T ′ ∈ RT . This yields (23),
which by (15) implies the statement of the lemma. 
For pure diffusion problems, similar developments considering only flux equilibration on subfaces in nonmatching
meshes can be found in [39]. Alternatively, the flux can be reconstructed by solving local Neumann problems using mixed
finite elements [40].
Finally, theH10 (Ω)-conforming potential reconstruction sh can be evaluated using theOswald interpolate on thematching
submesh T̂h; see [18] for details.
A.3. Modification of the estimators
The approximation results (24)–(26) need to be employed on T̂h and the cutoff functions mT , m˜T , and mF as well as the
constants Ct,T ,F and CF,T ,F are redefined accordingly for all T ∈ T̂h and F ∈ F̂T . The H(div,Ω)-conforming diffusive and
convective fluxes th and qh and the H10 (Ω)-conforming potential sh are reconstructed as above. Then, for all T ∈ Th, the
definition of the estimators ηNC,T , ηR,T , η
(1)
DF,T , and ηC,2,T is kept unchanged while we set
ηC,1,T :=
{∑
T ′∈RT
m2T ′‖(Id− Π̂0)(∇ · (qh − βsh))‖20,T ′
}1/2
, (65)
ηU,T :=
∑
T ′∈RT
( ∑
F∈F̂T ′ ,F∩∂T 6=∅
mF‖Π̂0,F ((qh − βsh) · nF )‖0,F
)2
1/2
, (66)
where Π̂0 denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto V 0(T̂h) and Π̂0,F the L2-orthogonal projection onto P0(F), and we also
set
η
(2)
DF,T :=
∑
T ′∈RT
(
mT ′‖(Id− Π̂0)(∇ · (K∇uh + th))‖0,T ′ + m˜1/2T ′
∑
F∈F̂T ′ ,F⊂∂T
C1/2t,T ′,F‖(K∇uh + th) · nF‖0,F
)2
1/2
. (67)
Then, it can be verified that the results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 still hold, with the constant κT replaced by κT̂ and ιT .
Finally, the bilinear formBD is modified as
BD(u, v) := −
∑
F∈F̂ ′h
(β · nF [[u]], {{Π̂0v}})0,F ,
where F̂ ′h = {F ∈ F̂h; ∃T ∈ Th, F ⊂ ∂T }, while the estimators η˜C,1,T and η˜U,T are modified similarly to the estimators ηC,1,T
and ηU,T above. Then, it can be verified that the results of Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.4, and Theorem 3.5 still hold, with again
the constant κT replaced by κT̂ and ιT .
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